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A Primer on Partial

Least Squares
Structural Equation
Modeling (PLS-SEM)
Guilford Publications
This eBook is a
collection of articles
from a Frontiers
Research Topic.
Frontiers Research
Topics are very
popular trademarks of
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the Frontiers Journals
Series: they are
collections of at
least ten articles,
all centered on a
particular subject.
With their unique mix
of varied
contributions from
Original Research to
Review Articles,
Frontiers Research
Topics unify the most
influential
researchers, the
latest key findings
and historical
advances in a hot
research area! Find
out more on how to
host your own
Frontiers Research
Topic or contribute to
one as an author by
contacting the
Frontiers Editorial
Office: frontiersin.or
g/about/contact.

Partial Least Squares
Structural Equation
Modeling John Wiley &
Sons

This is an essential how-
to guide on the
application of structural
equation modeling
(SEM) techniques with
the AMOS software,
focusing on the
practical applications of
both simple and
advanced topics.
Written in an easy-to-
understand
conversational style,
the book covers
everything from data
collection and
screening to
confirmatory factor
analysis, structural
model analysis,
mediation, moderation,
and more advanced
topics such as mixture
modeling, censored
date, and non-recursive
models. Through step-
by-step instructions,
screen shots, and
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suggested guidelines
for reporting, Collier
cuts through abstract
definitional
perspectives to give
insight on how to
actually run analysis.
Unlike other SEM
books, the examples
used will often start in
SPSS and then
transition to AMOS so
that the reader can
have full confidence in
running the analysis
from beginning to end.
Best practices are also
included on topics like
how to determine if
your SEM model is
formative or reflective,
making it not just an
explanation of SEM
topics, but a guide for
researchers on how to
develop a strong
methodology while
studying their

respective phenomenon
of interest. With a
focus on practical
applications of both
basic and advanced
topics, and with
detailed work-through
examples throughout,
this book is ideal for
experienced
researchers and
beginners across the
behavioral and social
sciences.
Recent Developments on
Structural Equation Models
Springer Science & Business
Media
Sponsored by the American
Educational Research
Association's Special Interest
Group for Educational
Statisticians This volume is
the second edition of Hancock
and Mueller’s highly-
successful 2006 volume, with
all of the original chapters
updated as well as four new
chapters. The second edition,
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like the first, is intended to
serve as a didactically-oriented
resource for graduate students
and research professionals,
covering a broad range of
advanced topics often not
discussed in introductory
courses on structural equation
modeling (SEM). Such topics
are important in furthering the
understanding of foundations
and assumptions underlying
SEM as well as in exploring
SEM, as a potential tool to
address new types of research
questions that might not have
arisen during a first course.
Chapters focus on the clear
explanation and application of
topics, rather than on analytical
derivations, and contain
materials from popular SEM
software.
Application of Structural
Equation Modeling in
Educational Research and
Practice Routledge
This book presents powerful
tools for integrating
interrelated composites--such

as capabilities, policies,
treatments, indices, and
systems--into structural
equation modeling (SEM).
J�rg Henseler introduces the
types of research questions that
can be addressed with
composite-based SEM and
explores the differences
between composite- and factor-
based SEM, variance- and
covariance-based SEM, and
emergent and latent variables.
Using rich illustrations and
walked-through data sets, the
book covers how to specify,
identify, estimate, and assess
composite models using partial
least squares path modeling,
maximum likelihood, and
other estimators, as well as how
to interpret findings and report
the results. Advanced topics
include confirmatory
composite analysis, mediation
analysis, second-order
constructs, interaction effects,
and importance–performance
analysis. Most chapters
conclude with software
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tutorials for ADANCO and the
R package cSEM. The
companion website includes
data files and syntax for the
book's examples, along with
presentation slides.
Structural Equation Modeling
SAGE Publications,
Incorporated
After Karl Jöreskog's first
presentation in 1970,
Structural Equation Modelling
or SEM has become a main
statistical tool in many fields
of science. It is the standard
approach of factor analytic
and causal modelling in such
diverse fields as sociology,
education, psychology,
economics, management and
medical sciences. In addition
to an extension of its
application area, Structural
Equation Modelling also
features a continual renewal
and extension of its
theoretical background. The
sixteen contributions to this
book, written by experts from
many countries, present
important new developments
and interesting applications in

Structural Equation Modelling.
The book addresses
methodologists and
statisticians professionally
dealing with Structural
Equation Modelling to
enhance their knowledge of
the type of models covered
and the technical problems
involved in their formulation. In
addition, the book offers
applied researchers new ideas
about the use of Structural
Equation Modeling in solving
their problems. Finally,
methodologists,
mathematicians and applied
researchers alike are
addressed, who simply want to
update their knowledge of
recent approaches in data
analysis and mathematical
modelling.
Structural Equation
Modeling with lavaan Taylor
& Francis
This book presents an
introduction to structural
equation modeling (SEM)
and facilitates the access of
students and researchers in
various scientific fields to
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this powerful statistical tool.
It offers a didactic initiation
to SEM as well as to the
open-source software,
lavaan, and the rich and
comprehensive technical
features it offers. Structural
Equation Modeling with
lavaan thus helps the reader
to gain autonomy in the use
of SEM to test path models
and dyadic models, perform
confirmatory factor analyses
and estimate more complex
models such as general
structural models with latent
variables and latent growth
models. SEM is approached
both from the point of view
of its process (i.e. the
different stages of its use)
and from the point of view of
its product (i.e. the results it
generates and their
reading).
Structural Equation
Modeling SAGE
Publications
Structural equation
modeling (SEM) is a very

general and flexible
multivariate technique that
allows relationships among
variables to be examined.
The roots of SEM are in the
social sciences. In writing
this textbook, the authors
look to make SEM
accessible to a wider
audience of researchers
across many disciplines,
addressing issues unique to
health and medicine. SEM
is often used in practice to
model and test
hypothesized causal
relationships among
observed and latent
(unobserved) variables,
including in analysis across
time and groups. It can be
viewed as the merging of a
conceptual model, path
diagram, confirmatory factor
analysis, and path analysis.
In this textbook the authors
also discuss techniques,
such as mixture modeling,
that expand the capacity of
SEM using a combination of
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both continuous and
categorical latent variables.
Features: Basic,
intermediate, and advanced
SEM topics Detailed
applications, particularly
relevant for health and
medical scientists Topics
and examples that are
pertinent to both new and
experienced SEM
researchers Substantive
issues in health and
medicine in the context of
SEM Both methodological
and applied examples
Numerous figures and
diagrams to illustrate the
examples As SEM experts
situated among clinicians
and multidisciplinary
researchers in medical
settings, the authors provide
a broad, current, on the
ground understanding of the
issues faced by clinical and
health services researchers
and decision scientists. This
book gives health and
medical researchers the

tools to apply SEM
approaches to study
complex relationships
between clinical
measurements, individual
and community-level
characteristics, and patient-
reported scales.
Recent Developments on
Structural Equation
Models Springer Nature
Longitudinal Structural
Equation Modeling is a
comprehensive resource
that reviews structural
equation modeling (SEM)
strategies for longitudinal
data to help readers
determine which
modeling options are
available for which
hypotheses. This
accessibly written book
explores a range of
models, from basic to
sophisticated, including
the statistical and
conceptual underpinnings
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that are the building blocks
of the analyses. By
exploring connections
between models, it
demonstrates how SEM is
related to other
longitudinal data
techniques and shows
when to choose one
analysis over another.
Newsom emphasizes
concepts and practical
guidance for applied
research rather than
focusing on mathematical
proofs, and new terms are
highlighted and defined in
the glossary. Figures are
included for every model
along with detailed
discussions of model
specification and
implementation issues
and each chapter also
includes examples of
each model type,
descriptions of model
extensions, comment

sections that provide
practical guidance, and
recommended readings.
Expanded with new and
updated material, this
edition includes many
recent developments, a
new chapter on growth
mixture modeling, and
new examples. Ideal for
graduate courses on
longitudinal (data)
analysis, advanced SEM,
longitudinal SEM, and/or
advanced data
(quantitative) analysis
taught in the behavioral,
social, and health
sciences, this new edition
will continue to appeal to
researchers in these
fields.
Bayesian Structural
Equation Modeling
Springer
This new edition surveys
the full range of available
structural equation
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modeling (SEM)
methodologies. The book
has been updated
throughout to reflect the
arrival of new software
packages, which have
made analysis much
easier than in the past.
Applications in a broad
range of disciplines are
discussed, particularly in
the social sciences where
many key concepts are
not directly observable.
This book presents
SEM’s development in its
proper historical
context–essential to
understanding the
application, strengths and
weaknesses of each
particular method. This
book also surveys the
emerging path and
network approaches that
complement and enhance
SEM, and that are
growing in importance.

SEM’s ability to
accommodate
unobservable theory
constructs through latent
variables is of significant
importance to social
scientists. Latent variable
theory and application are
comprehensively
explained and methods
are presented for
extending their power,
including guidelines for
data preparation, sample
size calculation and the
special treatment of Likert
scale data. Tables of
software, methodologies
and fit statistics provide a
concise reference for any
research program, helping
assure that its conclusions
are defensible and
publishable.
Multilevel Structural Equation
Modeling Guilford
Publications
Presents a novel approach to
conducting meta-analysis
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using structural equation
modeling. Structural equation
modeling (SEM) and meta-
analysis are two powerful
statistical methods in the
educational, social, behavioral,
and medical sciences. They
are often treated as two
unrelated topics in the
literature. This book presents
a unified framework on
analyzing meta-analytic data
within the SEM framework,
and illustrates how to conduct
meta-analysis using the
metaSEM package in the R
statistical environment. Meta-
Analysis: A Structural
Equation Modeling Approach
begins by introducing the
importance of SEM and meta-
analysis in answering research
questions. Key ideas in meta-
analysis and SEM are briefly
reviewed, and various meta-
analytic models are then
introduced and linked to the
SEM framework. Fixed-,
random-, and mixed-effects
models in univariate and
multivariate meta-analyses,
three-level meta-analysis, and
meta-analytic structural

equation modeling, are
introduced. Advanced topics,
such as using restricted
maximum likelihood estimation
method and handling missing
covariates, are also covered.
Readers will learn a single
framework to apply both meta-
analysis and SEM. Examples
in R and in Mplus are
included. This book will be a
valuable resource for
statistical and academic
researchers and graduate
students carrying out meta-
analyses, and will also be
useful to researchers and
statisticians using SEM in
biostatistics. Basic knowledge
of either SEM or meta-analysis
will be helpful in understanding
the materials in this book.
Structural Equation Modeling
for Health and Medicine
Guilford Publications
***Winner of the 2008 Ziegel
Prize for outstanding new
book of the year*** Structural
equation modeling (SEM) is a
powerful multivariate method
allowing the evaluation of a
series of simultaneous
hypotheses about the impacts
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of latent and manifest variables
on other variables, taking
measurement errors into
account. As SEMs have grown
in popularity in recent years,
new models and statistical
methods have been developed
for more accurate analysis of
more complex data. A
Bayesian approach to SEMs
allows the use of prior
information resulting in
improved parameter
estimates, latent variable
estimates, and statistics for
model comparison, as well as
offering more reliable results
for smaller samples. Structural
Equation Modeling introduces
the Bayesian approach to
SEMs, including the selection
of prior distributions and data
augmentation, and offers an
overview of the subject’s
recent advances.
Demonstrates how to utilize
powerful statistical computing
tools, including the Gibbs
sampler, the Metropolis-
Hasting algorithm, bridge
sampling and path sampling to
obtain the Bayesian results.
Discusses the Bayes factor

and Deviance Information
Criterion (DIC) for model
comparison. Includes
coverage of complex models,
including SEMs with ordered
categorical variables, and
dichotomous variables,
nonlinear SEMs, two-level
SEMs, multisample SEMs,
mixtures of SEMs, SEMs with
missing data, SEMs with
variables from an exponential
family of distributions, and
some of their combinations.
Illustrates the methodology
through simulation studies and
examples with real data from
business management,
education, psychology, public
health and sociology.
Demonstrates the application
of the freely available software
WinBUGS via a
supplementary website
featuring computer code and
data sets. Structural Equation
Modeling: A Bayesian
Approach is a multi-
disciplinary text ideal for
researchers and students in
many areas, including:
statistics, biostatistics,
business, education, medicine,
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psychology, public health and
social science.
Meta-Analysis CRC Press
Modeled after Barbara
Byrne’s other best-selling
structural equation modeling
(SEM) books, this practical
guide reviews the basic
concepts and applications of
SEM using Mplus Versions 5
& 6. The author reviews SEM
applications based on actual
data taken from her own
research. Using non-
mathematical language, it is
written for the novice SEM
user. With each application
chapter, the author "walks"
the reader through all steps
involved in testing the SEM
model including: an
explanation of the issues
addressed illustrated and
annotated testing of the
hypothesized and post hoc
models explanation and
interpretation of all Mplus
input and output files
important caveats pertinent to
the SEM application under
study a description of the data
and reference upon which the
model was based the

corresponding data and syntax
files available under
"Supplementary Material"
below The first two chapters
introduce the fundamental
concepts of SEM and
important basics of the Mplus
program. The remaining
chapters focus on SEM
applications and include a
variety of SEM models
presented within the context of
three sections: Single-group
analyses, Multiple-group
analyses, and other important
topics, the latter of which
includes the multitrait-
multimethod, latent growth
curve, and multilevel models.
Intended for researchers,
practitioners, and students
who use SEM and Mplus, this
book is an ideal resource for
graduate level courses on
SEM taught in psychology,
education, business, and other
social and health sciences
and/or as a supplement for
courses on applied statistics,
multivariate statistics,
intermediate or advanced
statistics, and/or research
design. Appropriate for those
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with limited exposure to SEM
or Mplus, a prerequisite of
basic statistics through
regression analysis is
recommended.
Structural Equation Modeling
With EQS John Wiley & Sons
This book explains how to
employ MASEM, the
combination of meta-analysis
(MA) and structural equation
modelling (SEM). It shows
how by using MASEM, a
single model can be tested to
explain the relationships
between a set of variables in
several studies. This book
gives an introduction to
MASEM, with a focus on the
state of the art approach: the
two stage approach of
Cheung and Cheung & Chan.
Both, the fixed and the
random approach to MASEM
are illustrated with two
applications to real data. All
steps that have to be taken to
perform the analyses are
discussed extensively. All
data and syntax files are
available online, so that
readers can imitate all
analyses. By using SEM for

meta-analysis, this book shows
how to benefit from all
available information from all
available studies, even if few
or none of the studies report
about all relationships that
feature in the full model of
interest.
Bayesian Psychometric
Modeling SAGE
Publications
A Primer on Partial Least
Squares Structural
Equation Modeling (PLS-
SEM) by Joseph F. Hair,
Jr., G. Tomas M. Hult,
Christian Ringle, and Marko
Sarstedt is a practical guide
that provides concise
instructions on how to use
partial least squares
structural equation
modeling (PLS-SEM), an
evolving statistical
technique, to conduct
research and obtain
solutions. Featuring the
latest research, new
examples using the
SmartPLS software, and
expanded discussions
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throughout, the Second
Edition is designed to be
easily understood by those
with limited statistical and
mathematical training who
want to pursue research
opportunities in new ways.
Structural Equations with
Latent Variables Springer
Nature
Analysis of Ordinal
Categorical Data Alan
Agresti Statistical Science
Now has its first
coordinated manual of
methods for analyzing
ordered categorical data.
This book discusses
specialized models that,
unlike standard methods
underlying nominal
categorical data, efficiently
use the information on
ordering. It begins with an
introduction to basic
descriptive and inferential
methods for categorical
data, and then gives
thorough coverage of the
most current developments,

such as loglinear and logit
models for ordinal data.
Special emphasis is placed
on interpretation and
application of methods and
contains an integrated
comparison of the available
strategies for analyzing
ordinal data. This is a case
study work with illuminating
examples taken from across
the wide spectrum of ordinal
categorical applications.
1984 (0 471-89055-3) 287
pp. Regression Diagnostics
Identifying Influential Data
and Sources of Collinearity
David A. Belsley, Edwin Kuh
and Roy E. Welsch This
book provides the practicing
statistician and
econometrician with new
tools for assessing the
quality and reliability of
regression estimates.
Diagnostic techniques are
developed that aid in the
systematic location of data
points that are either
unusual or inordinately
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influential; measure the
presence and intensity of
collinear relations among
the regression data and
help to identify the variables
involved in each; and
pinpoint the estimated
coefficients that are
potentially most adversely
affected. The primary
emphasis of these
contributions is on
diagnostics, but suggestions
for remedial action are given
and illustrated. 1980 (0
471-05856-4) 292 pp.
Applied Regression
Analysis Second Edition
Norman Draper and Harry
Smith Featuring a significant
expansion of material
reflecting recent advances,
here is a complete and up-
to-date introduction to the
fundamentals of regression
analysis, focusing on
understanding the latest
concepts and applications of
these methods. The authors
thoroughly explore the fitting

and checking of both linear
and nonlinear regression
models, using small or large
data sets and pocket or high-
speed computing
equipment. Features added
to this Second Edition
include the practical
implications of linear
regression; the Durbin-
Watson test for serial
correlation; families of
transformations; inverse,
ridge, latent root and robust
regression; and nonlinear
growth models. Includes
many new exercises and
worked examples. 1981 (0
471-02995-5) 709 pp.
Structural Equation
Modeling Approaches
to E-Service Adoption
Springer
Partial least squares
structural equation
modeling (PLS-SEM) has
become a standard
approach for analyzing
complex inter-
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relationships between
observed and latent
variables. Researchers
appreciate the many
advantages of PLS-SEM
such as the possibility to
estimate very complex
models and the method’s
flexibility in terms of data
requirements and
measurement
specification. This
practical open access
guide provides a step-by-
step treatment of the
major choices in analyzing
PLS path models using R,
a free software
environment for statistical
computing, which runs on
Windows, macOS, and
UNIX computer platforms.
Adopting the R software’s
SEMinR package, which
brings a friendly syntax to
creating and estimating
structural equation
models, each chapter

offers a concise overview
of relevant topics and
metrics, followed by an in-
depth description of a
case study. Simple
instructions give readers
the “how-tos” of using
SEMinR to obtain
solutions and document
their results. Rules of
thumb in every chapter
provide guidance on best
practices in the
application and
interpretation of PLS-
SEM.
Structural Equation
Models Springer Science
& Business Media
Structural Equation
Modeling provides a
conceptual and
mathematical
understanding of
structural equation
modelling, helping
readers across disciplines
understand how to test or
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validate theoretical
models, and build
relationships between
observed variables. In
addition to a providing a
background
understanding of the
concepts, it provides step-
by-step illustrative
applications with AMOS,
SPSS and R software
programmes. This volume
will serve as a useful
reference for academic
and industry researchers
in the fields of
engineering,
management, psychology,
sociology, human
resources, and
humanities.
Composite-Based
Structural Equation
Modeling Springer
Science & Business
Media
This book pulls together
robust practices in Partial

Least Squares Structural
Equation Modeling (PLS-
SEM) from other
disciplines and shows
how they can be used in
the area of Banking and
Finance. In terms of
empirical analysis
techniques, Banking and
Finance is a conservative
discipline. As such, this
book will raise awareness
of the potential of PLS-
SEM for application in
various contexts. PLS-
SEM is a non-parametric
approach designed to
maximize explained
variance in latent
constructs. Latent
constructs are directly
unobservable phenomena
such as customer service
quality and managerial
competence. Explained
variance refers to the
extent we can predict,
say, customer service
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quality, by examining other
theoretically related latent
constructs such as
conduct of staff and
communication skills.
Examples of latent
constructs at the
microeconomic level
include customer service
quality, managerial
effectiveness, perception
of market leadership, etc.;
macroeconomic-level
latent constructs would be
found in contagion of
systemic risk from one
financial sector to another,
herd behavior among fund
managers, risk tolerance
in financial markets, etc.
Behavioral Finance is
bound to provide a wealth
of opportunities for
applying PLS-SEM. The
book is designed to
expose robust processes
in application of PLS-
SEM, including use of

various software packages
and codes, including R.
PLS-SEM is already a
popular tool in marketing
and management
information systems used
to explain latent
constructs. Until now, PLS-
SEM has not enjoyed a
wide acceptance in
Banking and Finance.
Based on recent research
developments, this book
represents the first
collection of PLS-SEM
applications in Banking
and Finance. This book
will serve as a reference
book for those
researchers keen on
adopting PLS-SEM to
explain latent constructs
in Banking and Finance.
Applied Univariate,
Bivariate, and Multivariate
Statistics Using Python
Routledge
Featuring contributions
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from some of the leading
researchers in the field of
SEM, most chapters are
written by the author(s)
who originally proposed
the technique and/or
contributed substantially
to its development.
Content highlights include
latent variable mixture
modeling, multilevel
modeling, interaction
modeling, models for
dealing with nonstandard
and noncompliance
samples, the latest on the
analysis of growth curve
and longitudinal data,
specification searches,
item parceling, and
equivalent models. This
volume will appeal to
educators, psychologists,
biologists, business
professionals, medical
researchers, and other
social and health
scientists. It is assumed

that the reader has
mastered the equivalent
of a graduate-level
multivariate statistics
course that included
coverage of introductory
SEM techniques.
Basic Principles of
Structural Equation
Modeling Springer Science
& Business Media
Noted for its crystal clear
explanations, this book is
considered the most
comprehensive introductory
text to structural equation
modeling (SEM). Noted for
its thorough review of basic
concepts and a wide variety
of models, this book better
prepares readers to apply
SEM to a variety of
research questions.
Programming details and
the use of algebra are kept
to a minimum to help
readers easily grasp the
concepts so they can
conduct their own analysis
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and critique related
research. Featuring a
greater emphasis on
statistical power and model
validation than other texts,
each chapter features key
concepts, examples from
various disciplines, tables
and figures, a summary,
and exercises. Highlights of
the extensively revised 4th
edition include: -Uses
different SEM software (not
just Lisrel) including Amos,
EQS, LISREL, Mplus, and R
to demonstrate applications.
-Detailed introduction to the
statistical methods related
to SEM including
correlation, regression, and
factor analysis to maximize
understanding (Chs. 1 – 6).
-The 5 step approach to
modeling data
(specification, identification,
estimation, testing, and
modification) is now covered
in more detail and prior to
the modeling chapters to
provide a more coherent

view of how to create
models and interpret results
(ch. 7). -More discussion of
hypothesis testing, power,
sampling, effect sizes, and
model fit, critical topics for
beginning modelers (ch. 7).
- Each model chapter now
focuses on one technique to
enhance understanding by
providing more description,
assumptions, and
interpretation of results, and
an exercise related to
analysis and output (Chs. 8
-15). -The use of SPSS
AMOS diagrams to describe
the theoretical models. -The
key features of each of the
software packages (Ch. 1).
-Guidelines for reporting
SEM research (Ch. 16). -ww
w.routledge.com/978113881
1935 which provides access
to data sets that can be
used with any program,
links to other SEM
examples, related readings,
and journal articles, and
more. Reorganized, the new
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edition begins with a more
detailed introduction to SEM
including the various
software packages
available, followed by
chapters on data entry and
editing, and correlation
which is critical to
understanding how missing
data, non-normality,
measurement, and
restriction of range in scores
affects SEM analysis.
Multiple regression, path,
and factor models are then
reviewed and exploratory
and confirmatory factor
analysis is introduced.
These chapters
demonstrate how observed
variables share variance in
defining a latent variables
and introduce how
measurement error can be
removed from observed
variables. Chapter 7 details
the 5 SEM modeling steps
including model
specification, identification,
estimation, testing, and

modification along with a
discussion of hypothesis
testing and the related
issues of power, and
sample and effect
sizes.Chapters 8 to 15
provide comprehensive
introductions to different
SEM models including
Multiple Group, Second-
Order CFA, Dynamic
Factor, Multiple-Indicator
Multiple-Cause, Mixed
Variable and Mixture, Multi-
Level, Latent Growth, and
SEM Interaction Models.
Each of the 5 SEM
modeling steps is explained
for each model along with
an application. Chapter
exercises provide practice
with and enhance
understanding of the
analysis of each model. The
book concludes with a
review of SEM guidelines
for reporting research.
Designed for introductory
graduate courses in
structural equation
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modeling, factor analysis,
advanced, multivariate, or
applied statistics,
quantitative techniques, or
statistics II taught in
psychology, education,
business, and the social and
healthcare sciences, this
practical book also appeals
to researchers in these
disciplines. Prerequisites
include an introduction to
intermediate statistics that
covers correlation and
regression principles.
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